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Abstract—Conventional image classification methods mostly
aim to classify a single object in an image in which an object
often occupies a large area. However, images in social network
services (SNS) are more complicated. They usually include
multiple objects that have much information, such as people,
environments, and actions. In this work, we aim at understanding
images from SNS and classifying them to categories such as
fashion, traveling, education, beauty, and animals. To improve
the classification accuracy in such complicated scenario, in
this paper, we propose a new framework for high-level image
classification by synergizing the image captioning and the Natural
Language Processing (NLP) model. First, we use an image
captioning model to understand images, which generates text
descriptions about the images. Second, we use a natural language
processing model to classify the generated text descriptions from
the images. In this way, we can classify the images according to
the classification results of the generated text descriptions. Our
framework includes two models; one is image captioning model,
which we use a TensorFlow based visual attention model with
the inception V3 model for pre-processing and extracting the
image features. The other model is the NLP model, Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT). We have
built a labeled image dataset from Instagram, a popular SNS
platform, to test our framework. Our results show that our
proposed method has a promising performance in terms of
classification accuracy.

Index Terms—High-level Image Classification, Image Caption-
ing, BERT, SNS, COCO Dataset

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays social network services (SNS), such as Instagram
and Facebook, have attracted more and more people to use
them. People share different information in SNS platforms,
e.g., daily life, traveling experience, and delicious food, which
bring great potential commercial opportunities to commercial
companies. In order to advertise on Instagram, we need
to look for appropriate influencers to maximize advertising
effectiveness. Classifying influencers to different categories
can help an advertisement client to fast find proper influencers
with related interests. In Instagram platform, there are only
images, videos, and post captions that can be analyzed for
classification. Since most of the Instagram posts do not have
any captions, to analyze these posts, we can only rely on the
image and video information in these posts.

Image classification is a fundamental task that attempts to
comprehend the entire information of an image as a whole.
The goal of the image classification is to classify images
by assigning them to different categories. Traditional image
classification approaches categorize an image based on one

major object appearing in the image. In another field, object
detection approaches [1] involve both classification and object
localization tasks, and is used to analyze more realistic cases
in which multiple objects may exist in an image. However, for
the images posted in SNS, both image classification and object
detection techniques may still be far from fully understanding
them.

In this paper, we propose a framework that uses an image
captioning technique to generate text descriptions for images
and a natural language processing (NLP) model to classify the
generated text descriptions. A generated text description can
include the number and the actions of objects as well as envi-
ronment information in an image. Based on the generated text
description of images, we use an NLP model, Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [2], to
analyze the image caption for a high-level image classification.
To test our idea and method, we collected an image dataset
with dimension 4×100, which has 4 labels and each label
includes 100 samples. The main contributions of this paper
are listed as follows:

• A high-level image classification framework that syner-
gizes an image captioning model and an NLP model;

• Building an image data set with labels from Instagram
for our framework;

• Extensive training and validation for the proposed frame-
work.

The remainder of this paper is composed as follows: Sec-
tion II summarizes the related work of image captioning
and natural language classification technology. Section III
describes our whole architecture and design of a high-level
image classification model. The performance evaluation is
presented in Section IV. In Section V, we conclude this paper
along with future work.

II. RELATED WORK

As the development of machine learning technology, many
aspects of classification have greatly evolved, such as image
classification, object detection [1], image captioning [3], [4]
and dense captioning [5] in vision recognition area, and
BERT [2] in NLP area. Usually, several datasets, e.g., MIN-
IST [6], CIFAR-10 [7] and ImageNet [8], are used to check
image classification performance, which are mostly focused on
the handwritten character recognition and labeled single object
tasks. Object detection techniques can recognize multiple
objects in images, but they do not pay too much attention
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Fig. 1. High-level image classification architecture.

to the environment or background of an image, which makes
them difficult to understand all the information in images.
An image captioning technique attempts to recognize objects,
object actions, and the background in an image, and then
comprehends all the features about the image to generate
sentences to describe the image.

Google firstly proposed the image caption generator in
2015 [3], extracted the images features using Vision Deep
CNN encoder, and then made the features as inputs to the
RNN decoder to generates sentences. Inspired by the attention
technology, [4] introduced two attention-based image caption
generators under a common framework. The encoder part is
the same to the one used in [3], and only the decoder part
is added with the attention mechanism while generating the
next word, which means adding other location variables as the
latent variables. [9] changed the final layer of CNN encoder
and directly pass from image features to text.

For text analysis, BERT [2] is the state-of-the-art model
in NLP area. BERT is a bidirectional transformer based pre-
trained model developed by Google. It can be finetuned using
different datasets for different downstream tasks, such as
multi-label classification.

After converting an image to text using an image captioning
model, we may understand the image better since more infor-
mation is recorded by a generated text, which is good for our
high-level image classification. In our project, there are many
categories such as fashion, food, hot place and entertainment.
Noted that it is difficult to categorize them by a traditional
image classification technique.

III. IMAGE CAPTIONING AND CLASSIFICATION

A. High-level Image Classification Architecture

Fig. 1 illustrates the overall architecture of our high-level
image classification. There are two parts in our framework;
the first part is an image captioning model that uses the

Inception V3 model [10] to extract the image features and add
the attention mechanism to generate image captions, and the
second part is BERT model used for analyzing a caption and
classifying it. There are several datasets for image captioning
task, e.g., COCO dataset [11], TextCaps, and VizWiz. In this
work, we use COCO dataset for pre-training of image caption-
ing model, and save the checkpoint of the best performance for
our framework. We generate image captions for our collected
dataset, and use the captions to finetune the BERT model and
test the classification performance.

B. Our Dataset

To test our idea and method, we collected 4×100 samples
dataset, the images are all collected from Instagram using the
Instagram API function. We collected four kinds of images,
including fashion, food, car, and companion animals, which
are also the labels for the images. The structure of our dataset
is shown in Table I.

TABLE I
DATASET STRUCTURE

Media Link Label
1.jpg Fashion
2.jpg Food
3.jpg Car
4.jpg Companion animals
....jpg ...

C. Image Captioning

COCO [11] is a large-scale object detection, segmentation,
and captioning dataset. COCO has several features as follows:
object segmentation, recognition in context, superpixel stuff
segmentation, 1.5 million object instances, 80 object cate-
gories, and 5 captions per image. A sample of the COCO
dataset is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. COCO dataset structure.

Inception V3 model is a widely used image recognition
model that has shown a greater-than 78.1% accuracy on the
ImageNet dataset. In this paper, we use the Inception V3 model
to preprocess and extract the image features from the collected
images.

The visual attention refers to a set of cognitive operations
that mediate the selection of relevance and filter out irrelevant
information from cluttered visual scenes. Here, we use the
visual attention mechanism to check which part of the image
the model are focusing on as it generates a caption.

To generate a proper caption for an image, first, we need
to train the Inception V3 model using the COCO dataset to
extract image features. Second, we use the decoder-encoder
structure of an attention technology to locate the attention of
the image and predict the next word. Finally, we can predict
the caption of images and check the performance using a test
subset of the COCO dataset by saving the checkpoint of whole
model. The model with a saved checkpoint is used for our
dataset to generate captions. One output of image captioning
model is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows an example of the
image captions generated from the COCO dataset.

D. BERT and Classification

BERT is a state-of-the-art pretrained model working on a
variety of NLP tasks. In this paper, we use the base version of
BERT (i.e., bert-base-uncased). It has 12 layers, 12 attention
heads, and 110 million parameters. As our dataset has 4 labels,
we need to define the BERT classifier according to our classes.

From image captioning part, we can generate the new
dataset with caption for each image, and then use the image
captions and labels to fine-tune the BERT model, and even-

Fig. 3. An output of image captioning part.

Fig. 4. An example of dataset for the generated image captions.

tually check the performance. The new dataset is shown in
Table II.

TABLE II
NEW GENERATED DATASET FORMAT

Media Link Caption Label
1.jpg A woman wearing a dress Fashion
2.jpg A bow of noodles with fresh veg-

etable
Food

3.jpg A silver SUV is parking Car
4.jpg A white dog is perched in the

room
Companion animals

....jpg ... ...

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The implementation of our framework is carried out in
Google Colab notebook [12]. The proposed framework con-
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Fig. 5. Classification accuracy in training and validation for image caption.

sists of two parts, the first part is for image captioning and the
second part is caption classification using the BERT model.

A. Classification Accuracy

The dataset of the generated image captions is divided into
two groups, such as training group and validation group. We
first use the training group to fine-tune the BERT model and
then use the validation group to test the actual accuracy of
our trained model. Fig. 5 shows the classification accuracy
in training stage in the proposed architecture. We trained the
BERT model by the generated captioning dataset with 20
epochs. As we can see the blue line in Fig. 5, the classification
accuracy of the image caption in the training stage was
continuously growing. When the epoch reaches about 15, the
accuracy is close to 1. This shows that our training model is
correctly classifying the captions.

When training the model, we use the validation group to
check the actual accuracy of our trained model in order to
look for the model with good performance. The green line in
Fig. 5 shows the classification accuracy in the validation stage.
As it shows, the classification accuracy in this validation stage
after about 3 epochs is a little higher than 0.7. In the fifth
epoch, the training accuracy equals the validation accuracy.
After that, the training accuracy increases, but the validation
accuracy becomes stable. The accuracy in validation becomes
much lower than the accuracy in training. This is because that
the trained model overfits the dataset of the training group.
When the model is applied to another group of the dataset,
the accuracy naturally decreases. Another impact factor is the
quality of generated captions in the image captioning part. If
the generated captions for the image dataset cannot correctly
reflect the major information shown in those images, the
accuracy of this caption classification would also be reduced.

B. Classification Stability

To show the stability of the proposed classification archi-
tecture, we also conducted cross validation. Different from
the previous training process, this cross validation partitions

Fig. 6. Stability of classification accuracy for both training and validation
stages.

the dataset into several small groups where each group has
both training and validation parts. As shown in Fig. 6, we
conducted this cross validation 5 times and each time has a
training accuracy and validation accuracy. For the training part,
the classification accuracy is stable at about 0.98. However, the
accuracy in validation is reduced down to about 0.75. Although
the accuracy in the validation part becomes low, the average
accuracy shows a stable performance, which demonstrates that
the proposed system can steadfastly classify images based on
the generated captions. Another reason for the test accuracy
being low is that in image captioning part, we pretrained
the model using the COCO dataset, in which the image
information may have much difference with our dataset from
Instagram. This may cause that the caption generated for our
dataset has the style of COCO dataset caption.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provide a new method for high-level
image classification. The image captioning model with an
attention architecture can better understand the image features
and generate proper captions. The BERT model for caption
classification is also very flexible to various kinds of text
input. In this paper, we only selected four classes for labeling
images in verifying our idea. For the future work, we plan
to optimize the image captioning model to generate a more
intelligent and accurate captions for images, which shall
bring a better performance to our proposed high-level image
classification system. We will also optimize our dataset with
more categories.
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